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Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have emerged as a
new therapeutic modality for reconstituting the he-
matopoietic microenvironment by improving en-
graftment in stem cell transplantation. However, the
availability of conventional bone marrow (BM)-de-
rived MSCs (BMSCs) is limited. Recent studies
showed that a large number of MSCs can be easily
isolated from fat tissue (adipose tissue-derived
MSCs [ADSCs]). In this study, we extensively evalu-
ated the hematopoiesis-supporting properties of
ADSCs, which are largely unknown. In vitro cocul-
ture and progenitor assays showed that ADSCs gen-
erated significantly more granulocytes and progen-
itor cells from human hematopoietic stem cells
(HSCs) than BMSCs. We found that ADSCs express
the chemokine CXCL12, a critical regulator of he-
matopoiesis , at levels that are three fold higher
than those with BMSCs. The addition of a CXCL12
receptor antagonist resulted in a lower yield of
granulocytes from ADSC layers , whereas the addi-
tion of recombinant CXCL12 to BMSC cocultures pro-
moted the growth of granulocytes. In vivo cell hom-
ing assays showed that ADSCs facilitated the homing
of mouse HSCs to the BM better than BMSCs. ADSCs
injected into the BM cavity of fatally irradiated mice

reconstituted hematopoiesis more promptly than BM-
SCs and subsequently rescued mice that had received
a low number of HSCs. Secondary transplantation
experiments showed that ADSCs exerted favorable
effects on long-term HSCs. These results suggest
that ADSCs can be a promising therapeutic alterna-
tive to BMSCs. (Am J Pathol 2010, 177:547–554; DOI:

10.2353/ajpath.2010.091042)

Hematopoiesis is a dynamic process that involves self-
renewal of hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow,
generation of lineage-committed cells, and mobilization
of mature cells into the bloodstream. Mesenchymal stem
cells (MSCs) present in bone marrow (BM) are thought to
give rise to cells that constitute the hematopoietic micro-
environment. MSCs produce a number of cytokines and
extracellular matrix proteins and express cell adhesion
molecules, all of which are involved in the regulation of
hematopoiesis.1 Human MSCs, when injected into the
bone marrow cavity of nonobese diabetic/severe com-
bined immunodeficiency (NOD/SCID) mice, differentiate
into pericytes, myofibroblasts, BM stromal cells, bone
osteocytes, bone-lining osteoblasts, and endothelial
cells, which constitute the functional components of the
hematopoietic microenvironment.2 In recent studies, co-
transplantation of human MSCs and HSCs resulted in
increased chimerism or accelerated hematopoietic re-
covery (or both) in animal models and in humans.3–6

All of the above studies used bone marrow-derived
MSCs (BMSCs). However, there are several drawbacks
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in the use of BMSCs for clinical application, including the
fact that they are only available in limited number even
though large quantities of infused cells are required for
treatment. In addition, there is a possibility that BMSCs
might be contaminated with malignant cells when they
are harvested from patients with a hematological malig-
nancy (eg, leukemia). The discoveries that a large num-
ber of nonadipocyte stem cells exist in fat tissue (adipose
tissue-derived MSCs [ADSCs]) and that these cells can
be rapidly expanded ex vivo, suggested that ADSCs
might be useful for clinical applications.7 Recent studies
showed that ADSCs are a viable alternative to BMSCs for
treatment of animal models of various kinds of disea-
ses.8 –12 However, it has been reported that even though
ADSCs and BMSCs are very similar, ADSCs are not
completely identical to BMSCs.13,14 To date, little is
known concerning the ability of ADSCs to support hema-
topoiesis. We therefore extensively examined the hema-
topoiesis-supporting properties of ADSCs in vitro and
in vivo and report that ADSCs possess several advan-
tages over BMSCs.

Materials and Methods

Animal Studies

The animal experiments were approved by the institu-
tional ethics committee for Laboratory Animal Research,
Nagoya University School of Medicine, and were per-
formed according to the guidelines of the institute.

Reagents and Cells

RPMI 1640, heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, �-mini-
mal essential medium, and heat-inactivated horse serum
were purchased from Gibco-BRL (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA). Methylcellulose media containing human recombi-
nant interleukin-3, stem cell factor, and erythropoietin
(MethoCult) were purchased from Stemcell Technologies
(Vancouver, BC, Canada). The mouse BM-derived stro-
mal cell lines with capabilities to support hematopoiesis
in vitro, MS-515 and S-17,16 were kind gifts from Dr.
Anna C. Berardi (Ospedale Bambin Gesu, Rome, Italy)
and Dr. Kenneth Dorshkind (UCLA, Riverside, CA), re-
spectively. These cell lines express class I histocompat-
ibility antigens but not hematopoietic cell surface markers
or endothelial cell surface markers. Mouse BMSCs and
ADSCs were established from C57BL/6N mice. In brief,
bone marrow cells and inguinal adipose tissue were iso-
lated from five mice at a time, mixed, respectively, and
then processed as described elsewhere.17 Before exper-
imental use, we confirmed that MSCs possessed the
ability to differentiate into adipocytes and osteoblasts.
Cultures of passages 4 to 8 were used. Stromal cell lines
and primary MSCs were maintained in �-minimal essen-
tial medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum.

Flow Cytometry

Cells were washed twice in PBS and then stained with
fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled mouse monoclonal
anti-human CD33 and CD45 antibodies or with fluores-
cein isothiocyanate-labeled isotype-matched antibodies
(2 �g/ml at 4°C) for 45 minutes (all antibodies from Bec-
ton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Surface antigens were
evaluated in 1 � 104 viable cells using a FACSCalibur
cytofluorometer (Becton Dickinson) and were analyzed
using CELLQuest software (Becton Dickinson). Back-
ground fluorescence was assessed by staining with iso-
type-matched antibodies.

Coculture of CD34-Positive Progenitor Cells
with MS-5 Cells, S-17 Cells, BMSCs, or ADSCs

Coculture of human CD34-positive peripheral blood stem
cells (PBSCs) and MSCs was performed as described
previously.18,19 In brief, CD34� PBSCs suspended in
long-term culture medium (�-minimal essential medium
containing 12.5% horse serum, 12.5% fetal bovine se-
rum, 1 �mol/L hydrocortisone, and 50 �mol/L 2-mercap-
toethanol) were applied (1.0 � 105 cells in 2 ml) to feeder
layers comprising MS-5 cells, S-17 cells, BMSCs, or
ADSCs (four independent wells per subgroup, in six-well
plates). The cocultures were incubated for 4 weeks with
replenishment of the culture medium twice per week. To
analyze the effect of CXCL12 produced by ADSC layers,
the specific CXCR4 antagonist AMD-3100 (5 �g/ml,
Sigma) or recombinant CXCL12 (500 ng/ml, Peprotech)
was added to the ADSC or the BMSC cocultures, respec-
tively, twice per week. Nonadherent viable cells were
counted at the indicated time points and were analyzed
by fluorescence-activated cell sorting at the end of the
incubation. Coculture experiments were repeated three
times.

In Vitro Progenitor Assays

A colony-forming cell assay was performed to analyze
the proliferative effects of stromal cells on progenitor
cells. BMSCs (500 cells), ADSCs (500 cells), human
CD34� PBSCs (500 cells), PBSCs plus BMSCs (500 cells
each), or PBSCs plus ADSCs (500 cells each) were indi-
vidually plated in 0.5 ml of methylcellulose media con-
taining human recombinant interleukin-3, stem cell factor,
and erythropoietin (four independent wells per sub-
group). The plates were incubated for 8 days, and colo-
nies containing �50 cells were scored. Experiments were
repeated three times.

Intrabone Marrow Transplantation

BMSCs (1 � 105 cells in 10 �l of RPMI 1640), ADSCs (1 �
105 cells in 10 �l of RPMI 1640), or 10 �l of RPMI 1640
were injected into the right tibiae of irradiated (9.0 Gy)
C57BL/6 mice using a Hamilton syringe equipped with a
31-gauge needle,20 followed by injection of 1 � 106 bone
marrow nuclear cells into the retro-orbital plexus of the
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mice (10 mice per subgroup). Five of the 10 mice were
humanely sacrificed 6 days after cotransplantation, and
the bilateral tibiae were excised for histological evalua-
tion. The remaining mice were observed untreated for an
additional 8 weeks, at which time all mice were sacri-
ficed. Bone marrow mononuclear cells (BMNCs) were
collected from the femurs and tibiae and preserved for
the secondary transplantation. For other experiments,
BMNCs (1 � 105 cells), a mixture of BMNCs and BMSCs
(1 � 105 cells each), or a mixture of BMNCs and ADSCs
(1 � 105 cells each) was injected into the bilateral tibiae
of irradiated (9.0 Gy), C57BL/6 mice (seven mice per
subgroup).

Histological Analysis of the Bone Marrow

Tissue processing was performed as described else-
where.21 In brief, bone samples were fixed in 4% para-
formaldehyde and equilibrated in 30% sucrose/PBS.
Fixed samples were embedded in OCT medium (Sakura
Finetec, Tokyo, Japan) and frozen in cooled hexane.
Sections of undecalcified tibia were generated via
Kawamoto’s film method (Cryofilm transfer kit; Sakura
Finetec). The 7-�m-thick cryostat sections were stained
with H&E. The images were captured using a Leica DM-L
microscope equipped with a high-resolution digital cam-
era system (Leica Microsystems Inc., Wetzlar, Germany).
Quantitative analysis of hematopoiesis was performed
with the assistance of ImageJ software (downloadable at
http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/download/).

Secondary Transplantation

Secondary transplantation studies were performed to an-
alyze the effects of ADSCs on long-term HSCs.22 BM
cells, obtained from the tibia of primary mice that had
intrabone marrow transplantation, were intravenously
transplanted into irradiated secondary recipient mice.
Twelve weeks after transplantation, the mice were hu-
manely sacrificed, and the tibiae were excised for histo-
logical evaluation.

Analysis of Mouse Hematopoietic Stem Cell
Homing

Analysis of cells that homed into the BM was conducted
as described elsewhere.20 C57BL/6 (Ly-5.2) recipient
mice received 1 � 106 MSCs (ADSCs or BMSCs, both
cells were established from Ly-5.2 mice) or 10 �l of RPMI
1640 into the right tibia, followed by administration of 1 �
106 lineage�Sca-1�c-kit� (LSK) bone marrow cells,
which were isolated from the femurs and tibiae of
C57BL/6 (Ly-5.1) donor mice into the retro-orbital plexus.
Twenty hours after transplantation, the mice were hu-
manely sacrificed, and BM cells were collected sepa-
rately from the right tibia of each mouse. The percentage
of Ly-5.1 cells was analyzed by FACS using a specific
monoclonal antibody to Ly-5.1 (Becton Dickinson).

Statistical Analysis

Statistical significance of group differences was evalu-
ated using Student’s t-test and Excel software (Microsoft,
Redmond, WA).

Results

ADSCs Support Human CD34� PBSCs to a
Greater Degree Than BMSCs

In vitro progenitor assays revealed that the total number
of colonies was significantly increased when MSCs were
mixed with CD34� PBSCs. Interestingly, in three inde-
pendent experiments, ADSCs promoted a higher fre-
quency of early progenitors than BMSCs, whereas nei-
ther BMSCs nor ADSCs generated colonies (Figure 1A).
The major lineages of the colonies were colony-forming
unit (CFU) granulocyte and CFU granulocyte-macroph-
age. Few blast-forming unit-erythrocyte colonies were
observed. However, there was no significant difference in
the percentage of CFU granulocyte and CFU granulo-
cyte-macrophage in CD34� PBSCs in the presence or
absence of BMSCs or ADSCs (data not shown). Repre-
sentative results from three independent experiments are
shown. We next performed coculture assays to analyze
the ability of ADSCs to induce granulocyte differentiation
from human CD34� PBSCs. As noted previously,18

round-shaped hematic cells grew in clusters, suspended
in the culture supernatant or loosely attached to support-
ive BM-derived stroma from which they could be easily
removed (Figure 1B, right upper panel). ADSC layers not
only supported CD34� PBSCs in a manner similar to that
of bone marrow-derived stromal cells (BMSCs) or cell
lines (MS-5 cells and S-17 cells) but also yielded signif-
icantly more nonadherent cells than bone marrow-de-
rived stromal cells (Figure 1B, left panel). FACS analysis
of nonadherent cells showed that these cells were gran-
ulocytes derived from human CD34� PBSCs (Figure 1B,
lower right panel).

ADSCs Produce a Large Amount of CXCL12

To analyze the mechanism by which ADSCs support
HSCs, we focused on the chemokine CXCL12, a critical
regulator of hematopoiesis23–25 that functions through
interaction with the CXCL12 receptor CXCR4. Enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay analysis showed that ADSCs
secrete CXCL12 at a significantly higher level than those
in MS-5 cells, S-17 cells, or BMSCs (Figure 1C). The
addition of the CXCR4 antagonist AMD-3100 to HSC-
ADSC cocultures significantly inhibited the growth of
granulocytes, whereas the addition of recombinant
CXCL12 to the HSC-BMSC cocultures significantly pro-
moted the growth of granulocytes (Figure 1D). These
data suggest that one of factors in the higher ability of
ADSCs to support HSCs may be their higher expression
of CXCL12.
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ADSCs Positively Affected the Lodgment of
Mouse HSCs in the BM

To further confirm the role of CXCL12 in ADSC support of
HSCs we compared the ability of ADSCs and BMSCs to
facilitate cell homing to the BM, because the CXCL12-
CXCR4 axis plays a pivotal role in this phenomenon. In
vivo cell homing assays showed that, when injected into
the BM cavity of C57BL/6 (Ly-5.2) mice, both ADSCs and
BMSCs facilitated homing of injected LSK (Ly-5.1) cells to
the BM in comparison with controls. ADSCs attracted
significantly more LSK cells than BMSCs (Figure 2A).

ADSCs Facilitate Engraftment in the Setting of
Bone Marrow Transplantation

Based on the results of these in vitro experiments, we
performed bone marrow transplantation studies to eval-

uate the ability of ADSCs to facilitate hematopoiesis in
vivo. BMNCs were administrated intravenously, and
MSCs were injected by intramedullary injection into the
right tibiae. Quantitative analysis of the engraftment after
cotransplantation revealed that BM cellularities of the
right tibiae, into which MSCs were injected, were signifi-
cantly increased compared with controls (BMNC alone)
or to the corresponding left tibiae without MSC injection
(Figure 2B). Interestingly, ADSCs possessed a signifi-
cantly higher ability to reconstitute hematopoiesis than
BMSCs (Figure 2B). Although the BM cellularity of left
tibiae, from mice that had been injected with ADSCs in
the right tibiae, was significantly increased compared
with that of controls; it was almost the same as that from
mice that had been injected with BMSCs in the right tibiae
(Figure 2B). We observed no evidence of MSC-induced
toxicity (1 � 105/mouse: sufficient to support hematopoi-
esis) either during or after treatment.

Figure 1. In vitro comparison of the support of human HSCs by ADSCs and BMSCs. A: In vitro progenitor assays using stromal cells. BMSCs (500 cells), ADSCs
(500 cells), human CD34� PBSCs (500 cells), PBSCs plus BMSCs (500 cells each), or PBSCs plus ADSCs (500 cells each) were plated in 0.5 ml of methylcellulose
media containing human recombinant interleukin-3, stem cell factor, and erythropoietin. The plates were incubated for eight days, after which progenitors were
scored. The results represent the mean � SD of four replicates. Statistical significance: **P � 0.01; *P � 0.05. Representative results from three independent
experiments are shown. B: Coculture of CD34� PBSCs with various stromal cells. Cell layers of the bone marrow-derived stromal cell lines MS-5 and S-17, BMSCs,
or ADSCs were established on 0.5% gelatin-precoated 24-well plates (80% confluent). CD34� PBSCs were applied onto the stromal layers (four wells per
subgroup). Cocultures were incubated for four weeks with replenishment of the culture medium twice a week. Nonadherent viable cells were counted at the
indicated time points (left panel), photographed (upper right panel), and analyzed by FACS at the end of the incubation (lower right panel). Each point
represents the mean � SD of four replicates. Statistical significance: **P � 0.01; *P � 0.05. Representative results from three independent experiments are shown.
Ab, antibody. C: CXCL12 production in MS-5 cells, S-17 cells, BMSCs, and ADSCs. Similar numbers of BMSCs and ADSCs (80 to 90% confluent on six-well plates)
were incubated for 72 hours. Culture supernatants were assayed for CXCL12 content using a specific enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay. The results represent
the mean � SD of four independent cultures. The figure is representative of three similar experiments. The asterisks denote that the CXCL12 content of ADSCs
is significantly higher than those of other cells (**P � 0.01). D: Contribution of CXCL12 derived from the ADSC layer to the growth of CD34� PBSCs. The specific
CXCR4 antagonist, AMD-3100 (5 �g/ml), or recombinant human CXCL12 (500 ng/ml) was added to the CD34� PBSC-ADSC or CD34� PBSC-BMSC cocultures
twice a week. After three weeks of coculture, viable nonadherent cells were counted. The percent growth of CD34� PBSCs was calculated as (cell number with
AMD-3100 or CXCL12/cell number with no additive) �100 (%). The results shown reflect the mean � SD of four independent determinations, and the results are
representative of three independent experiments. The asterisks denote that the growth of CD34� PBSCs on AMD-3100-treated ADSC layers or CXCL12-treated
layers is significantly different from that on untreated ADSC layers or BMSC layers, respectively (**P � 0.01; *P � 0.05).
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Figure 2. In vivo transplantation studies of ADSC and BMSC support of hematopoiesis. A: Cell homing assays. C57BL/6 (Ly-5.2) mice received 1 � 106 ADSCs
or BMSCs derived from Ly-5.2 mice in the right tibia, followed by intravenous administration of 1 � 106 BMNCs derived from Ly-5.1 mice. Twenty hours later,
the percentage of Ly-5.1 cells in the BM was analyzed by FACS using a specific anti-Ly-5.1 monoclonal antibody. The percentage of homing cells was calculated
as (the number of Ly-5.1� cells/total cell number) �100 (%). The results shown reflect the mean � SD of five independent determinations, and the results are
representative of three independent experiments. Statistical significance: **P � 0.01; *P � 0.05. B: Quantitative analysis of engraftment after cotransplantation.
BMSCs (5 � 105 cells), ADSCs (5 � 105 cells), or 10 �l of RPMI 1640 were injected into the right tibiae of irradiated (9.0 Gy) C57BL/6 mice, after which 1 � 106

BMNCs were injected into the retro-orbital plexus of the mice (ten mice per subgroup). Five of the ten mice were humanely sacrificed six days after
cotransplantation, and the right tibiae were excised for histological evaluation. Sections of the right tibiae into which BMSCs, ADSCs or RPMI 1640 were injected
and the corresponding left tibiae with no additive were stained with H&E. Representative images are shown. Original magnification, �40. For quantitative analysis
of BM cellularity, ten fields were randomly selected and the area occupied by nucleated cells was automatically scored with the assistance of ImageJ software.
The mean area occupied by nucleated cells per field � SD is shown for each group. Representative results from two independent experiments are shown.
Statistical significance: **P � 0.01; *P � 0.05. C: Secondary transplantation studies to evaluate the long-term effects of ADSCs on HSCs. BMNCs were obtained from
the right tibia of primary mice (five mice per group) nine weeks after cotransplantation. BMNCs (1.0 � 106) were intravenously transplanted into irradiated (9.0
Gy) secondary recipient mice (five mice per subgroup). Six weeks after secondary transplantation, hematopoiesis in the BM (left panel) and peripheral blood
cell counts � SD (left panel) were evaluated. For quantitative analysis of BM cellularity, 10 fields were randomly selected and the number of nucleated cells was
scored under a microscope. The mean nucleated cells per field � SD is shown for each group. Representative results from two independent experiments are
shown. Statistical significance: **P � 0.01. Representative results from two independent experiments are shown. WBC, white blood cells; Hgb, hemoglobin, PLT,
platelets. D: ADSCs rescue mice that received an insufficient number of BMNCs for engraftment. BMNCs (1 � 105), a mixture of BMNCs and BMSCs (1 � 105 each),
or a mixture of BMNCs and ADSCs (1 � 105 each) was injected into the bilateral tibiae of irradiated (9.0 Gy) C57BL/6 mice (seven mice per subgroup). The survival
of the mice was observed for up to 30 days. The results are representative of two independent experiments.
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ADSCs Exert No Harmful Effects on Long-Term
HSCs

We evaluated the effects of ADSCs on hematopoiesis
over a longer period by performing secondary transplan-
tation studies. BMNCs, obtained from the right tibia of
primary mice (five mice per group) 9 weeks after cotrans-
plantation, were intravenously transplanted into lethally
irradiated secondary recipient mice. There was no signif-
icant difference in the percentage of survival among sub-
groups even 12 weeks after secondary transplantation
(data not shown). Interestingly, BM cellularity, in mice that
had received BMNCs obtained from the BM of mice
injected with ADSCs, was significantly higher than that of
control mice and of mice that had received BMNCs de-
rived from the BM of mice injected with BMSCs (Figure
2C, upper panels). Accordingly, white blood cell and
platelet counts tended to be higher in the first group than
in the other subgroups (Figure 2C, lower panel).

ADSCs Improve the Survival of Fatally Irradiated
Mice That Had Received a Low Number of
BMNCs

Finally, we investigated whether ADSCs could rescue
fatally irradiated (9.0-Gy) mice that had received an in-
sufficient number of engrafted BMNCs. Even though
MSCs could improve the homing of HSCs to the BM
(Figure 2A), neither BMSCs nor ADSCs improved the
survival of mice when 1 � 105 BMNCs were adminis-
trated intravenously (data not shown), suggesting that the
number of cells lodged in the BM was too low for engraft-
ment. We next tested the effect of simultaneous bilateral
injection of MSCs and BMNCs into the tibiae. Whereas
intra-BM transplant of 1 � 105 BMNCs alone resulted in
impaired engraftment and subsequent mortalities (Figure
2D), coinjection of BMNCs and ADSCs, but not of BMNCs
and BMSCs, rescued about 30% of the mice (Figure 2D).

Discussion

MSCs are believed to be of low immunogenicity because
human MSCs rarely express human leukocyte antigen
major histocompatibility complex class I and lack co-
stimulatory molecules on the surface.26,27 However, ad-
ministration of allogeneic MSCs can provoke an immune
response under certain conditions and can cause ad-
verse effects,28 suggesting that it is desirable to establish
MSCs from the patient to whom they will be administered.
MSCs can be routinely isolated from several organs such
as fetal liver, umbilical cord blood, bone marrow, and
adipose tissue.14,29 The easy access to subcutaneous
adipose tissue, the ability to repeatedly sample this tis-
sue, and the uncomplicated enzyme-based isolation pro-
cedures make fat tissue the most attractive source of
MSCs for clinicians. However, MSCs from different
sources are not completely identical.13,14 Previous stud-
ies suggested that ADSCs can support hematopoie-
sis30–32 but that this effect may be transient.32 Thus, to

date, the hematopoiesis-supporting properties of ADSCs
have not been fully determined. In the present study, we
observed that ADSCs exert more favorable effects than
BMSCs on granulocyte differentiation from CD34� HSCs
and on the growth of progenitor cells in vitro. Accordingly,
ADSCs promoted engraftment more rapidly than BMSCs
in a mouse BMT model.

As reported recently, direct intra-BM transplant of
HSCs is a powerful method to improve engraftment.33

However, intra-BM transplant of 1 � 105 BMNCs alone
led to impaired engraftment and subsequent mortalities
(Figure 2D). Surprisingly, coinjection of ADSCs, but not
BMSCs, with BMNCs improved survival of the mice (Fig-
ure 2D). Transplantation of umbilical cord blood stem
cells is usually applied to children or small adults be-
cause the number of umbilical cord blood cells obtained
from a single donor is limited and the recommended
dose ranges from 2.5 � 107 to 5.0 � 107 total nucleated
cells per kilogram.34 These data suggest that co-intra-BM
injection of ADSCs could allow low umbilical cord blood
cell doses to be applied to normal-sized adults.

Gene expression profiling studies have not indicated
any differences in gene expression linked to hematopoi-
esis between BMSCs and ADSCs.13,14 We found that
ADSCs are rich in CXCL12, a critical regulator of hema-
topoiesis,23–25 and express CXCL12 at a statistically
higher level than that in MS-5 cells, S-17 cells, or BMSCs
(Figure 1C). Moreover, the addition of AMD-3100 to
CD34� PBSC-ADSC-cocultures significantly inhibited the
growth of granulocytes, whereas the addition of recom-
binant CXCL12 to CD34� PBSC-BMSC-cocultures signif-
icantly promoted the growth of granulocytes (Figure 1D).
These results suggest that high CXCL12 expression in
ADSCs is one of the factors that mediate their hemato-
poiesis-supporting properties. In adult BM, hematopoi-
etic niches are thought to be located in sinusoidal
perivascular areas (the vascular niche) or in the trabec-
ular endosteum (the osteoblastic niche). Within these
niches, HSCs are found in contact with cells that express
high levels of CXCL12, named as CXCL12-abundant re-
ticular cells. CXCL12-abundant reticular cells surround
sinusoidal endothelial cells or are located near the en-
dosteum.35 ADSCs have been reported to exhibit a
perivascular phenotype in vitro and in vivo.36 The com-
bined data suggest that ADSCs resemble CXCL12-abun-
dant reticular cells in their phenotype and CXCL12 ex-
pression, which may explain why ADSCs can efficiently
support hematopoiesis.

It has been reported that intravenous injection of the
stromal-vascular fraction of mouse adipose tissue causes
embolism in the lung and brain, and subsequent mortality
in mice.31 We observed no evidence of toxicity caused
by ADSCs (1 � 105/mouse: enough to support hemato-
poiesis) either during or after intra-bone marrow injection.
Muguruma et al20 have reported that very few BMSCs
migrate into the BM cavity via blood flow. Likewise in our
study, the left tibiae of mice injected with ADSCs into
the right tibiae exhibited modestly higher cellularities
compared with controls. However, this cellularity was
almost the same as that of the left tibiae of mice in-
fected with BMSCs into the right tibiae. The combined
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data suggest that intrabone marrow injection but not
intravenous injection is safe and, furthermore, is ben-
eficial for eliciting superior hematopoiesis-supporting
properties from ADSCs.

In summary, these data provide a rationale for the
testing of ADSCs for stem cell transplantation.
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